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Welcome
Last week we published the company’s Integrated Annual
Report together with the Sustainable Development Report. The
reports provide a comprehensive view of our performance and
activities in 2016 and our perspective on the way ahead. They
are both available for all our shareholders to peruse in
preparation for the Annual General Meeting (AGM) on the 04
May 2017.
In 2016 we saw the BPM project developing and getting stronger
in areas of safety and the acknowledgement of its existence in
the community. Amidst the instability within the mining sector, the
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company managed to reach its project development targets for
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2016. Guided by our management team and the team of experts
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the company has, we are aiming at continuing on the same path
in 2017.
As always, we hope you enjoy reading this edition of Investor news and
we look forward to keeping you updated on all the latest project
developments.
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BPM Project development
Our priority areas in 2016 were the underground infrastructure
construction and flat development in the services shaft as well as the
equipping of the main shaft which is on critical path to start of
production build up. Following the Aveng voluntary termination in the
3rd quarter of 2016, the remaining shaft sinking and development
packages are now controlled by the BPM operations team led by the
general manager. Vacant positions were filled with skills that came off
from the Aveng workforce. This was part of a continued commitment
to preserve jobs as much as possible especially from our host
community and surrounding areas. The other advantage was that
taking over persons already in the system allowed for a seamless
transition from contractor to owner operated and managed business.
Shaft development
In January 2016, development commenced on 81 level and focused
on creating enough space to the west and east of the service shaft to
enable the raise boring of the two temporary ore passes. The ore pass
chambers were completed successfully and prepared for raise boring.
Development also continued towards the main shaft as well as down
the ramp to 82 level. Faulting was encountered on the ramp which had
to be diverted and additional support installed. Flooding in 82 level
occurred at one stage due to underground surface water entering the
main shaft 20 m below sub-bank. The area was cemented and the
water inflow appears at this stage to have been eliminated.
Equipping to 81 level followed and the station steelwork installed.
Equipping continued to shaft bottom and the sinking stage and ropes
were removed. The main shaft is ready for the final conversion to its
permanent configuration and commissioning in 2017, which will enable
the hoisting of rock, man and materials.

Current structures at the
BPM site
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The company continued to make impressive strides over the course of
2016 despite the challenges faced by the platinum industry in South
Africa. Most notably, the company remained operational throughout
the year, with no strikes impacting on the project development.

Sustainability
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Chief Information Officer Kobus Pienaar speaks at the
South African Mastering SAP conference
Amid the development of the BPM project, Wesizwe is also developing
seamless means of operating and reaching targets on time, through the
use of innovative technology.
Wesizwe’s Chief Information Officer, Kobus Pienaar was recently invited
as a speaker to the South African Mastering SAP conference. The topic
he addressed was “Developing a Clear and Agile Integration Strategy:
Lessons learnt at Wesizwe Platinum”. The presentation centered on the
approach taken to decide which systems and/or modules of systems are
The systems development
journey at Wesizwe was
used as a showcase of
how this is done in a realworld scenario.

relevant to specific business needs, and how these systems are then
integrated to ensure seamless data sharing across the Enterprise. The
systems development journey at Wesizwe was used as a showcase of
how this is done in a real-world scenario.
The Mastering SAP Conference - SAP HR & Payroll, Technologies &
Business analytics was held on the 13 – 15 March at the Hyatt in Rosebank.
“Everyone is talking about Integration, Agile strategy, Business alignment
etc. But how do these buzzwords translate into real-world scenarios where
you operate?” Kobus’ presentation unpacked the statement, looking at
what is currently taking place in Wesizwe.
The conference also served as a platform to showcase Wesizwe as one
of the leaders in the technological innovation space.
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BPM project safety stats – February 2017
There were hundred and one (101) Medical Treatment Cases reported for
the month.
On 24 February 2017 a LHD engine compartment caught fire at 77 level.
At the time of the incident the service crew was in the process of washing
the machine in preparation for service. It was revealed that the Mechanic
poured the paraffin based degreaser on the hot engine in order to clean
it before service. Because of the heat and the properties of the chemical
an ignition was caused and the engine compartment was burnt. 101
employees who were underground were referred to the hospital with
suspected smoke inhalation for 24 hour observation and were cleared off.
There were two (2) visits from the DMR for the month and no statutory
instruction was issued.
The project has worked 1 126 852 shifts to date. The current LTIFR is 0.56 for
2017 against a target rate of 0.86.

Category

Target (2017)

Report Period

Actuals 2017

Project
to Date

(1 February
2017 – 28
February 17)

The project has worked
1 126 852 shifts to date.
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Minor Injuries-MI

23

101

102

330

Lost Time
Injuries-LTI

7

0

1

50

Serious Injuries

3

0

1

30

DMR Sect 54s

4

0

0

15

Fatalities

0

0

0

2

Fatality free
shifts worked

-

18 427

37 698

394 822

Shifts Worked

-

18 427

37698

1 126
852

LTIFR

0.86

0.00

0.56

0.94
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Media Round-Up
News highlights from the month
Wesizwe activity in the media space
The following is a media analysis report conducted by Meltwater during tracking period: 15
February to 30 March 2017.
There were many mentions of Wesizwe Platinum and keywords such as Bakubung Platinum Mine in
the period between 15 January and 30 March due to the announcement of the financial
statements, and the release of the Wesizwe annual results. Other headlines included an article
about Wesizwe concluding the platinum shaft development by the Mining Weekly and trending
on social media. The news was shared and retweeted a number of times and received a neutral
sentiment from the public. There were a few comments from the Ledig community Facebook page
about issues that they felt needed to be addressed with the community. The Stakeholder Relations
office handled the matters.
Sentiment for both online and print media was overall neutral.
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Events Calendar
Wesizwe Annual General Meeting (AGM)
The Annual General Meeting of shareholders to be held at
Holiday Inn Sandton, 123 Rivonia Road, Sandton,
Johannesburg on 04 May 2017.
Junior Indaba: 07 – 08 June 2017, Johannesburg
Strategic thinking and interactive conversation about the
junior mining sector in Africa, with the intention of aiding the
advancement and development of this sector.

FEEDBACK
We are committed to
shareholder engagement.
We therefore encourage
your comments or
feedback relating to this
investor newsletter are
welcome. Send your
comments via our website www.wesizwe.com
EDITORIAL TEAM
Managing Editor
Hamlet Morule
Editor
Thandiwe Mapi

Joburg Indaba: 05 – 06 October 2017, Johannesburg
Find out how the industry is managing key pressure points
and investors are currently going about their investment
decisions.

Subscription
You can subscribe to this
free newsletter and have it
delivered direct to your
email inbox each month by
contacting us via our
website www.wesizwe.com

7th International Platinum Conference: 18 – 19 October 2017
The Platinum conference series has covered a range of themes
since inception in 2004, and traditionally addresses the
opportunities and challenges facing the platinum Industry.

Market Information
Previous close (Friday, 31
March):
73c
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